**TSAKWAMBO**

[included in KOTOGUT and UPPER DIGUL? {AWYU-DUMUT}]

* ... To the west, Wambon has Kombai (the Wanggom dialect) and Tsakwambo as neighbours, both Awyu languages.

**TSAKWAMBO**
(Tsokwambo; Kotogut; Kotogüt)
500
LOC: South coast area on upper Digul River north of Mandobo language

[map]
Waliburu -- TSAKWAMBO
To the east [of Korowai], Tsawkwambo is spoken, an Awyu language. The missionary Versteeg (1983:21) estimated the number of speakers of Tsawkwambo to be around 500, living in and around the village Waliburu. ...

**TSAKWAMBO (KOTOGÜT, TSOKWAMBO)** ... 500 (1991 SIL). South coast area on upper Digul River north of Mandobo language. Linguistic affiliation: Trans-New Guinea, Main Section, Central and Western, Central and South New Guinea-Kutubuan, Central and South New Guinea, Awyu-Dumut, Awyu, Aghu. Dialects or related languages: Ederah, Kia, Upper Digul, Upper Kaeme.

[KOTOGÜT]
Kotogüt is spoken to the north-west of Mt. Koreom by perhaps 1,500 people. Although they call themselves Wambon, they are not the same group as ... below.

This language is spoken north of Mt Koreom by over 1,000 people. Its location is mentioned by Drabbe (1959d, p. 5) but its affiliation to the sub-families of Awyu-Dumut is not known.
1000 + [speakers]
Dialects: ?
Villages: Ambigit, Niyop, Garutop, Amb, Dagolit, Rondoghoi, Kasuwop.
Comments: Healey (1970) tentatively includes Kotogüt in the Aywu Sub-Family, basing the decision on Drabbe (1959d). Drabbe, however only remarks that Kotogüt is unintelligible to Kaeti speakers, and gives no further indication of its affiliation.

**Kotogüt (Tsokwambo)**
POP: +/- 500
LOC: South coast area on upper Digul River north of Kaeti language

VILLAGE(S):
Ambigit
Niyop
Garutop
Amb
Dagolit
Rondoghoi
Kasuwp
- Silzer & Heikkinen 1984:73.

... The name Kotogüt which appears in earlier literature, is almost certainly the name of a Wambon clan.

**Kotogüt:** 1,000 speakers reported in 1978, on the upper Digul River, south coast area, Irian Jaya. Also called Tsokwambo.
- Comrie 1992e:238.

South coast area on upper Digul River north of Kaeti language. ... Dialects or related languages: Mapi, Ederah, Kia, Upper Digul, Upper Kaeme. ...

**KOTOG_T (KOTOG_T, TSOKWAMBO, TSAKWAMBO)** ... 500 (1991 SIL). South coast area on upper Digul River north of Kaeti language.
... Dialects or related languages: Mapi, Ederah, Kia, Upper Digul, Upper Kaeme. ...
- Grimes 1996.

3 Healey included two more languages in this group: Airo-Sumaxage and Kotogüt. ... The inclusion of Kotogüt seems to rest
on a / misinterpretation of a short reference to it in Drabbe (1959) who mentions it as the name used by the Kaeti speakers for the language spoken to the north of them, i.e. Yonggom-Wambon and Dumut-Wambon.

- Voorhoeve 2000:361-362, n. 3.

* * *
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